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Learning Objectives Year 2 

Week beginning: 20.9.21 

Summer Term  

If your child is isolating this week and is well enough to work, the grid below gives you an overview of the schoolwork they will need to complete to 
ensure they don’t miss any learning. Resources to accompany the lessons below can be emailed directly to you or printed for you to collect. To request 
resources, ring the main school office or email the year group.  
You can contact the class teachers via email and send work in. Staff will check the year group email once a day. 
 Objectives    

Maths  
 

L.O- I can compare numbers.  
L.O- I can order numbers. 
L.O- I can count in 2, 5 and 10. 
L.O- I can count in 3’s. 
End of unit check. 

Reading   Vocabulary boost- Offspring, adult, develop, young, live young, life cycle. 
Reading for pleasure- non-fiction books linked to science topic.  Fiction- linked to topic of friends. 
Poem of the fortnight- Porridge is Bubbling 
 

Writing  L.O– I can use expanded nouns to describe Kevin. 
L.O– I can use the conjunction because in sentences. 
L.O- I can identify a verb. 
L.O- I can add a suffix to a verb. (-ed where the spelling of the root word has no change) 
L.O- I can write a short narrative. (re tell the start of the story- Baby Elephant- Susan Hellard) 
 

 

Handwriting Link to website 
Recap pencil grip 

Science  L.O- I know about how humans/animals change as they grow. 
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Art L.O- I can explore different textures- wax rubbings. 

Music L.O- I can listen to and compare two pieces of music. 

PE Gymnastics- L.O- I can link movements. 
Games- L.O- I can stop the ball. 

RE L.O- I can explore Jesus’ choice of world changers. (part—qualities) 

  
 

PSHE L.O- I know how to resolve arguments that occur in friendships. 

Geography L.O- I am learning the names and locations of the seven continents. 
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